
Global Change Monitoring
Bringing efficient, large-scale SAR monitoring into reach for all organizations.

Global Change Monitoring integrates the consistent, broad  
area coverage of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Sentinel-1  
SAR satellites with the low-latency, on-demand reactivity of  
Capella’s SAR constellation. Programming and engineering  
expertise are no longer required to leverage consistent,  
all-weather SAR imaging at multiple resolutions. By automating  
the acquisition and change analysis of Sentinel-1 and  
integrating the tasking and viewing of Capella imagery, Global  
Change Monitoring provides a convenient platform for  
exploiting these complementary SAR data sources.

The Global Change Monitoring analytic, shown in copper on  
this page and yellow and magenta in the Analytics App  
screenshot on the following page, reveals changes caused by  
the departure of many military vehicles in Western Russia in  
the lead-up to Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine. The analytic  
is overlaid on a Capella SAR Spotlight image from November  
16, 2021, showing the vehicles in their parking area. A  
follow-up image from February 12, 2022, confirms the changes  
detected by Global Change Monitoring: most vehicles are no  
longer present in the parking area. Graphics on this page and  
the following page contain modified Copernicus Sentinel  
data 2022.

Streamlined workflow  
Monitor hundreds of areas and when anomalies and significant events are  
recognized, task new Capella imagery with a few clicks for a closer look.

Automated analytics   
New imagery over a user’s Areas of Interest is captured every 6 or 12 days  
by ESA. As soon as data are available, they are automatically downloaded  
and analytics are processed and provided to the user. The analytics reveal  
meaningful insights about land use, the built environment, environmental  
changes, and human activity over time.  

Intuitive web application  
A dedicated Analytics App empowers users to view Capella SAR imagery,  
Global Change Monitoring analytics, Sentinel-1 SAR source imagery, and  
contextual optical imagery in multiple resolutions and time periods.   

Analytics Solution



Global Change Monitoring uses Sentinel-1 SAR to detect changes  
and patterns of life over time and on an ongoing basis at hundreds of  
user-defined Areas of Interest. This enables users to effectively prioritize  
Capella image acquisition for detailed analysis.

A multitemporal change detection algorithm is run on the amplitude  
values of timeseries stacks of Sentinel-1 imagery. The analytic is  
produced using a year of historical data for both VV and VH polarizations  
and continuously refreshed as new scenes are acquired.

Users begin monitoring by drawing or uploading the geographic  
boundaries of their Areas of Interest to the Analytics App or the API.  
Capella imagery is ordered through the Analytics App, Console, or API.

View and explore Capella imagery, Global Change Monitoring analytics,  
and contextual imagery in the dedicated Analytics App or use the API  
to pull analytics into an organization’s own system. 

• Capella Spotlight (0.5 meter resolution) 

• Capella Sliding Spotlight (1.0 meter) 

• Capella Stripmap (1.2 meter resolution) 
• Sentinel-1 Interferometric Wide Swath (22.5 meter resolution)  

• Sentinel-2 Level 2A (10 meter resolution)   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Capella Space is an information services company that provides on-demand 50cm  
high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) Earth observation imagery. Through  
a constellation of small satellites, Capella provides easy access to frequent, timely,  
and flexible information affecting dozens of industries worldwide. Capella's  
high-resolution SAR satellites are matched with unparalleled infrastructure to  
deliver reliable global insights that sharpen our understanding of the changing  
world – improving decisions about commerce, conservation, and security on Earth.  
Learn more at www.capellaspace.com.
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